REPORT OF VIRTUAL SUMMER CAMP (2020-21)
(PRE SCHOOL & PRE PRIMARY)
The pandemic may restrict us indoors but it cannot dampen our spirits to
dabble with new things, pick up new hobbies and learn something new…
Keeping in mind, the individual traits, interests and needs of the children, a
Virtual Summer Camp was organized from 03 June 2020 to 12 June 2020.
Approximately 350 children from Pre School & Pre Primary Classes participated
wholeheartedly in an exciting range of fun filled, creative activities which varied
from Music, Craft, Dance, Singing to Fitness in Sports. All the activities provided
children with joyful learning experiences and stimulating opportunities to explore
experiment and enjoy the skills making learning stress free and enjoyable. It also
brought their attention towards the need to build immunity and fitness.

ACTIVITY-I, CRAFTS MAGIC
The Craft Magic activity was based on the theme ‘Mother Nature &„World Environment
Day‟.The various forms of art & craft not only honed the aesthetic and creative skills of the
children but also helped them to master coordination over finer muscles and learnt to work
independently. Teachers also discussed the importance of saving our environment by
following various sustainable development goals from a very young age.
DAY 1 (03.06.2020) - BHIL ART- The children were apprised about the ancient
‘Bhil’tribe in India and it’s art form is inspired by nature like the Sun, the Moon, the animals,
trees, insects, rivers, fields, mythological figures, and their Gods. The children learnt and
created beautiful tree and peacock wall hangings with bright paints and sequential patterns
made of polka dots using ear buds.
DAY 2 (05.06.2020) - 3D JUNGLE SCENE-The importance to save our jungles was
inculcated for ensuring safe home for our animal friends. The children created 3D Jungle
Scene - lion, elephant, and trees using paper rolling craft technique using googly eyes,
marker & buttons.
DAY 3 (09.06.2020) - AQUA WORLD-The children were sensitized regarding the
importance of cleanliness in and around the oceans, lakes, rivers and ponds for the wellbeing
of our aquatic friends. The teachers co-related the mathematical concepts of shapes & prenumber concepts in creating 3D paper models of fish, octopus, star fish and sea weeds and
displayed creatively on an aqua base with big & small bubbles.
Day 4 (11.06.2020) - WORLD OF PUPPETS: MY PET-The importance of being human
and caring for other forms of life was the motto of making puppets. Children could relate
the puppets of a girl, a boy, a dog & a parrot with their own surroundings. Fan folding
technique was used to prepare the puppets. Later on the puppets were decorated with
googly eyes, marker and sticker stones.

CRAFTS MAGIC
‘Mother Nature &World Environment Day’

BhilArt with Earbud

Animal World (3D Animal
Craft)

Aqua World (3D Craft)

World of Puppets ‘Me and My Pet’ (3D
Puppet Making)

Parent’s Feedback
Activity : Crafts Magic

Dear mam,
Geetansh love's art' and crafts summer classes
and it's fun with enjoy to do further also.
P/O GeetanshKanwariya PSA

Dear mam,
Its very good session tht makes child very happy
and they learn very nice way. When its done my
child seems very happy and say mama ye
meinebnaya h. Thank u mam for ur great efforts.
P/O VivaanAtal PS-C

Hi ma'am, it was great session today which
help kids to grip ear buds..Kiana enjoyed a lot,
thanks for the wonderful session.
P/O Kiana:- PS-B

Mam, it was really really amazing to be a part of the
session. It was a learning session. Mishika enjoyed a
lot.
Thank you mam.
P/O Mishika Chandgothia PS -D

Dear ma'm ,We both enjoyed the session.. we
learnt new art.. Aaradhya was really happy and in
class... She was doing on her own saying... I have to
make. .... It was lovely session... Thank you mam for
great idea of a beautiful wall hanging
M/O AaradhyaSaxena PS E
Ma’am, It is nice and easy way to teach students...
Aanjaneya Really enjoyed it..now he is keep doing
to make it better...
P/O AanjaneyaTiwariPS- F
Thanks and Regards

Thank you mam, nice creative training for both
parent and our kids. Hope upcoming sessions
would be more enthusiastic.
P/O MannatSachdeva, PP- A

The session was very interesting and kids
enjoyed it a lot.
P/O Samarth Singh Negi, PPB

Mam, the class was really interesting which
kept Anaisha hooked to the activity. Thanks for
making it so enjoyable.
P/OAnaishaYadav, PP-C

Thanks for fabulous craft session. Interesting,
enjoyable, innovative and the way of delivery
was so easy to receive.
P/OAkshaj Jain, PP-E

Thank you Maam for a beautiful
session..Aaliyah loved every minute of it
P/OAaliyahMalhotra, PP-D

Kudos to you Mam....u were so lovingly teaching
your little children I fell in love with your dedication.
We will miss your sessions Mam....it was more like
you teaching us...after so many years having a
teacher like you overwhelmed me.Thank you Mam
P/OAryan Raj, PP-F

ACTIVITY- II, BBPS CINEMA ENTHUSIASTS
"Story telling is the most powerful way to put ideas into work"
To foster the skills of listening, reading, voice modulation & expression, an
interesting story telling session was conducted for the Pre Primary students, which
was beautifully integrated with Fine Art and Physical fitness. Approximately 90
young enthusiasts participated whole heartedly in the fun-filled and exciting story
sessions.
Day 1-The story 'Rupa -The Elephant' was narrated with attractive puppets,
integrated with physical exercises like shoulder rotation, neck movements,
swimming strokes , pranayametc, followed by a mask making activity (Elephant
Mask)
Day 2- The story 'The sky is Falling' was taken up with innovative rhymes and
interesting puppets. Physical exercises, yogasanas along with the concept of
Environment Day wherein the tiny tots experienced germination of seeds and
taking care of plants was inculcated through the story and was followed by a finger
printing activity on the image of a tree to create a collage.
Day 3-'Goldilocks and the Three Bears' was the story narrated with lots of
special effects through voice modulation and puppets. It was beautifully weaved
with asana and stretching exercises. A yummy biscuit sandwich making activity was
also held by the young learners to tickle their taste buds.
Day 4- 'NatkhatChuha' was narrated in a humorous way with interesting and
innovative rhymes, songs and puppets. The story was well integrated with sports
activities such as throwing and catching of ball, jumping and art & craft activity of
making a beautiful cap.

BBPS CINEMA ENTHUSIASTS
(No story lives unless someone wants to listen)

Story: Rupa The Elephant, Activity- Elephant Mask Making

Story: The Sky is falling, Activity- Finger Printing

Story: Goldilocks and The Three Bears, Activity- Biscuit
Sandwich

Story: Natkhat Chuha, Activity- Birthday Cap
Making

Parent’s Feedback
Activity : BBPS Cinema Enthusiasts

Hello Teachers... a well delivered session. Advik
enjoyed it a lot. I was surprised that he was on one
chair for complete hour which otherwise seems
impossible. Thanks a lot for well engaged session.
Looking for more.P/O AdvikDhawan, PSA

Dear ma'am, very nice story narration really
excellent coordination. Aadya enjoyed story and
exercise. The craft done along with the story made
kids very much interested and happy. Great efforts
by all the teachers. Thanks!!!
P/Oof Aadya Malik PS-C

Hello ma'am,
Chaitanya really enjoyed the story session. It was a perfect
combination of story, exercises, animals print and craft
activity. Appreciate your effort and patience.
P/OChaitanya Mittal PSB

A big thank you to all the teachers for putting such
great efforts so that kids enjoy the story and truly
the story session was very good and well presented.
My son Advik has really enjoyed the story.
P/OAdvik Gupta PS D.

Thanks to the teachers who made this summer
more interesting at home ... Kids got bit busy in the
activities assigned...Nav enjoyed mostly the part in
which teachers tried to showcase the animals etc.
through cartoon drawings.
P/ONav Gupta, PSE
Dear Sheuli madam, Manami madam, Manju
madam and Negi madam, we thank you so much for
being so passionate about teaching young children
moral values woven in amazing storytelling and fun
n physical activities.. P/O Arshiv Kulshrestha PS-F

Thank you ma'am for the efforts which you all are
putting for the small kids. It was a lovely session.
P/OPunav Tandon, PP-C
Really appreciate the efforts put in by all the
teachers. The narration style, poems, pictorial
presentation n the puppet activity was very well
organised. Also, the way u included the exercises
during the story is commendable. All the 3 teachers
were well connected n conducted an engrossing
session which made my child excited n happy.
Regards.P/OAarav Sharma PP-D

Dear Teachers, you all have beautifully narrated the
story with compelling details and promulgated a
strong message of "Self Love - Believing in yourself".
For Priyangi - it was truly engaging, entertaining,
dazzling, comprehensive and enjoyable session.
Appreciate your creativity, impeccable voice
formation, efforts, and teamwork! Thanks
&Regards.P/OPriyangiAdhikari PP-A
Thank you so much mam for sharing all these lovely
videos for making the summer camp a memorable
one ...Thanks P/OAvighnita Roy PPB

Thank you for such a wonderful session. My child
Advika Rai (PP-E) enjoyed a lot even we too...
Thanks for all your efforts. Eagerly waiting for the
next one. P/O Advika Rai, PPE

Hello ma’am,
Nice story with a moral message given to children
and the voice over by 3 of you was very nice. Very
well coordinated. Reya enjoyed it.
RegardsP/OReya Balesh, PPF

ACTIVITY-III, NRITYA MANJARI
.

Approximately 151 children from Pre
School & Pre Primary were enrolled in
dance sessions held during the summer
camp. During the classes students
tapped their feet and moved their
butts to the tunes of their favourite
songs like “Naniterimorni”, “Ghoomar”,
“Lakdi Ki Kathi and also taught them
various dance Mudras like Pataka,
Mayura, Sim-ha-mukha etc. Students
danced their heart out and enjoyed the
classes thoroughly. During the classes,
students not only learnt various dance
moves but also learnt to coordinate
their hands & feet with the beats while
following the rhythm and words of the
song. The classes helped to improve
the psychological well-being &
developed self-confidence. They also
helped the tiny tots to remain agile &
fit during these special times when
they are mostly staying indoors

Parent’s Feedback
Activity : Nritya Manjari

Thank you Mam, It was nice session Priyanshi
enjoyed very much.. We really appreciate the way
you kept the children engaged, and envolved
yourself too to dictate is very praiseworthy. It was
very energetic dance class. Thank you once again
P/O PriyanshiMohite PSA

Thank u so much Ma'am,
we are overwhelmed by the enjoyable dance
session taken by u in these difficult times.
Hope our kids start attending the school ASAP and
get inspired by you.
P/O Arshika Singh PS C

Thanks a bunch Kavita man for nourishing the kids
virtually on their dance skills. This was not an easy
job however your teaching style made it so fun for
the kids and taught them few steps.
P/OAnvayJindal PS-B

Wonderful..thanks so much ma'am.. Session was
very good..Aaradhya has followed all the steps and
enjoyed it.
P/O Aaradhya Gupta PS D

Thank u mam for providing extra curricular activities
in virtual summer camp. Children learning very well
dance steps practice at home. Right time consume
in right ways
Thank u for providing extra time & your urs efforts
to children. P/OAkankshaAgnihotri PSE

Mam, virtual dance class was very good ... Tanvi
enjoyed dancing her favorite song ... With beautiful
step that was taught... Great effort.
Thanks
alot. P/O TanviDobhal ( PPA)

Thank you ma'am for your best efforts to make our
kids enjoying fully..Aaradhya loves your
performance Kavitamaam�
P/O AaradhyaTripathi PS F

It was a fun loving class maam..My kid really enjoyed
the classes and specially the moves on
Lakdikikathi....ThankyouNisha ma'am for all your
support and dance practice..
P/OMeherGogna PP B

Dear mam , warmly appreciation for the efforts to
get the childrens enrolled for the wonderful and
enthusiastic activity. Shreya learnt about the
mudras and doing daily dance practice thank you!!
P/O ShreyaSrivastava PP C

It was a beautiful journey. Kids had a great time
.Jumping , Stretching and Enjoying while they learn
. Aarush is super happy .
Thanks for your efforts
P/OAarushShrestha PP E

Overall the dance classes were good. I would rate it
4 out of 5. My child enjoyed it. However, if a small
recorded video of dance on 'ladkikiKathi' song
would have been shared by the dance teacher in
the last class or even now, it would have been
great! Thank you. P/OSurbhi Sharma PP D

It was a great experience for Meghna she enjoyed a
lot....every morning she asked Is there my dance
class today?.....now onwards she will miss it......I
saw her performing the steps u taught..its
lovely...thank you so much
P/OMeghna PP F

ACTIVITY-IV, SUR MANDAKINI

Surmandakini was an interesting and stimulating
activity for the learners. 26 children from Pre
School and Pre Primary participated in the
activity and they not only learnt interesting age
appropriate songs like. ’chuttilagtibadisuhani‟,
‘laalpeelimotor‟, ‘merakhaanaakisnekhaaya‟, but
also tried their hands on basic percussionkitchen percussion, where they learnt to create
rhythmic sounds using glasses and spoons. The
audio and the track of the songs prepared by the
teachers was also shared with the parents for
the guidance of the children.

Parent’s Feedback
Activity : Sur Mandakini

Hello maam , sir
The sessions were wonderful..Aavya' enjoyed
the sessions and she showed keen interest in
learning and singing new songs...thanks for all
the support. P/OAavya Gandhi PS-A

Enjoyable session Ma'am...Aarvi could concentrate
more of because of your presence and that musical
songs and percussion . She still keeps playing
percussions and singing. P/OAarvi M PS C:

Summer classes wereso good . The music teachers
are excellent . My daughter has improved a lot and
always looks forward for your guidance for future .
P/OKIYARA DIMRI PS D
Hello Ma’am
Summer camp sessions were wonderful. Vansh
enjoyed learning new songs and ecevPallavi Sir and
Parimeeta Ma’am were very supportive and
encouraging throughout the sessions. Thank you so
much. P/OVanshVishwanathan PS F

It was a new experience for my son. He learnt how
to sing and how to concentrate on words.
Songs shared by sir was very easy and interesting
that he was able to memorise well.
Sir and Mam, you put great efforts on this session
that every student was engaged in one hour session
and able to sing well after the session.
P/O ManasBhardwaj-PP A
Hello mam and sir.. The sessions were very good
and interactive... Harshaali liked and enjoyed it a
lot.. Thank you so much. P/OHarshali

Thank you once again Sir for such a melodious
singing session, the whole family along with
Rudraksh have been enjoying singing these
amazing songs and lovely music .
Regards, P/ORudrakshMisra PS C
Pallavi Sir and Parimeeta Mam, Keshav
enjoyed a lot the singing classes. The poem he
liked the most was "
P/o Keshav Sharma, PSD

..."

Summer camp music class was awesome...Mansi
enjoyed the songs and keep singing them...thank
you sir and mam
P/OMansiPandey
PP A

PPB enjoyed a lot. Thanks for all your
efforts..eagerly waiting for the next one
P/OKhanakKapoorPP B

Hello Ma'am & Sir,
Shruvi enjoyed the whole session as she loves to
sing so she keeps singing those songs whole
day..Thanku Sir and Ma'am for melodious
songs..Hope every year kids get these enjoyable
sessions..
Thank you P/O Shruvi Jain PPE
Today's session was very joyful. Aayushee and
Shreenika both of them enjoyed a lot. Thanks a lot
Ma'am and Sir.
P/OAayushSahaPPF

TAKE AWAY FROM THE VIRTUAL SUMMER CAMP
The summer camp developed an insight towards co-relation of mathematical
concepts, cognitive skills,aesthetic sense and fine & gross motor skills. The
activities helped the children to spend their time constructively.The activities not
only helped the children to develop their imagination,attention span and asense of
rhythm but also instilled values and honed critical thinking skills. The children were
exposed to the basics of theatrical movements along with enhancing creativity
and other fundamental exercises.The sessions were designed to entertain and
educate the tiny tots on the same platform. Overall, it was a great learning
experience which was thoroughly enjoyed by the children which is evident by the
overwhelming feedback received from the parent community.
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